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Brian
Dunham, ended his
term as our Provincial
Training Officer at the end of May but
continues to volunteer as a member of the
Executive Committee. Brian has done a superb job and
maintained very high standards during his three years as PTO.
He has put in a huge amount of his time and skill in creating
and running a wide variety of excellent training courses.
When I was asked to be the assistant Provincial Training
Officer it was with the understanding that at some point Brian
would step aside and that I would take on the PTO role. He
promised to help me “learn the ropes” when I took over the
PTO duties June 1st.

During my airline career I learned to rely on the skills of my
crew, and to delegate tasks to capable crew members while
retaining oversight and responsibility to ensure “things” get
done. Although I have been a CASARA pilot for over ten years
and an AAD for a couple of years I do not have the experience
nor qualifications to teach an assistant Search Coordinator
course. Brian meets both those criteria and has generously
offered to continue the selection and training of assistant
Search Coordinators.
I would like to once again thank Brian Dunham for his dedication, long hours and leadership as Provincial
Training Officer during the past three years. I hope to continue with the work he has done.

Brian Dunham

Henry Ilg
Provincial Training Officer

Welcome to Summer! I am hoping the weather will improve so that
some of the areas that have been grounded will be able to complete
their required training. I must say, I think this global warming effect is
actually cooling with more rain than usual, at least around my part of the
world.
It's been a busy spring with the CASARA National Board of Directors
meeting in St. John's, Newfoundland and the Treasurers meeting in
Halifax, Nova Scotia and then our Executive and Zone Commanders
meeting in Richmond, I feel like a ping pong ball bouncing from coast to
coast.
Some of you have in your possession one of the thirty iPads loaded with
ForeFlight that we have distributed throughout the province. This
st
expensive program has brought us into the 21 Century for the latest in
flight planning procedures. In October we purchased fifteen units and
Alton King
now CASARA National has matched that purchase with another fifteen.
Director General
I believe we are heading in the right direction with them but like all
PEP Air - CASARA
electronics they can fail so the navigator must continue to keep his pen
on the paper map in his lap. These units are to be used for flight
planning prior to the sortie, not in the cockpit by the navigator.
The CRA introduced a tax credit for CASARA volunteers starting this tax year. CASARA National and
your Executive for the province are working to come up with a way to see that our volunteers are
going to be able to take advantage of this credit. With that in view, the Task Registration Form has
been modified to have you insert your total time on the form rather than the time you arrived on and
off scene. The total time will be the time you left your home to the time you returned home. Be sure to
enter it on the form and then tick the box 'Left' when you are leaving the premises and heading for
home.
The Western Canada SAREX will be held in Camrose, Alberta this year. We are hoping to send two
teams to this event. The dates are August 22nd – 24th.
We are actively working on a new mapping system. BC Forestry and Transport Canada have teamed
up with us to develop a new set of 1/250 maps. At this point in time, I have to say, I think they are
going to be great. Thanks to our provincial EMBC representative, Steve Newton, we have been put in
touch with the right people in government to get this project going. With luck we hope to roll out the
new maps by early fall this year.
WO Jean Tremblay made a pass through the southern portion of the province in late June to give
some SAR Awareness and Survival lectures. They have been well received and with having a GSAR
component in them should help towards a better working relationship between us and GSAR. We
have funds available for SAR Awareness and interoperability SAREX's with GSAR and ourselves.
Please try to take advantage of these funds. The application form is on our web page.
A lot of you will remember Bob Goerzen. He was the Provincial Training Officer from 1987 to 1997
and then an Executive member until he moved to Alberta in 2004. Bob passed away suddenly on
st
st
May 31 and a memorial was held in Ladysmith, BC on June 21 . We still use to this day a lot of the
training syllabus that he put together. Our sincere condolences to Marg, Robert, Jessica and their
families.
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The

Task Masters

A look at past taskings

Squamish, August 2007
We were having a flying exercise at
Squamish airport that was supposed to turn
into a barbeque at Glacier Air. We had
around forty pilots, navigators, spotters,
radio operators, administrators, active and
electronic targets and myself present and
busy. The exercise progressed normally
throughout the day, with several aircraft and
associated crew members flying and
practicing various visual and electronic
search techniques that we use to cover
territory looking for downed aircraft. Towards
the end of the day, we were disassembling
the headquarters area and packing up the
portable equipment to be transported back to
the Lower Mainland after the barbeque when
my cell phone rang. It was JRCC (Joint
Rescue Coordination Center) in Esquimalt
asking us to provide an aircraft to perform an
electronic search for an aircraft ELT
(Emergency Locator Transmitter). This
device is carried within the fuselage of most
aircraft, there is a similar beacon in many
boats and ships. These devices are
activated by a rapid aircraft deceleration or
by floating, in the case of the ship borne
units.

by John Cammidge, Deputy Zone Commander SW

We were told that the SARSAT (Search and
Rescue Satellites in low Earth orbit) had
picked up an ELT that had been received by
SARSAT on two previous passes but had not
picked it up on the third. JRCC was
requesting that we provide an aircraft to
supplement the satellite receiver and
determine whether there was an active ELT
signal, which would finish making a case to
launch a rescue helicopter (442 Squadron,
Comox), or to leave the helicopter on
standby and stand down the crew.
I tasked and briefed a crew and they were
airborne as we were reassembling our
search HQ after partially dismantling it! Our
aircraft soon began receiving the ELT signal
and I contacted JRCC and advised them.
Our search aircraft fairly quickly localized the
signal in the mountainous terrain east of
Squamish but as it was below a cloud layer,
the source could not be visually seen. I was

Continued on next page.

The crash site
a short distance
east of Squamish.
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From previous page.
keeping up a running commentary
with JRCC and they advised me that
the Cormorant rescue helicopter was
being launched. I provided updates to
JRCC to relay to the Cormorant of the
approximate GPS position of the ELT.
The Cormorant arrived on scene,
homed the ELT to the crash site and
dropped SAR Techs down to a
wrecked Cessna 172. It was
determined that three of the four
occupants had survived with injuries
and needed to be extracted and
transported to a hospital. Sadly, the
pilot died shortly after impact and his
body was later recovered by the BC
Coroner Service. As the SAR Techs
were on the ground, the Cormorant
landed away from the crash site to
save fuel. Our aircraft provided a
radio relay to me in the Search HQ
and I relayed via cell phone to JRCC.
JRCC set up the arrival of
ambulances at Vancouver
International Airport to transport the
survivors to a close by hospital. The
Cormorant is a fairly large helicopter
and generally does not land at the
small helipads adjacent to many
hospital facilities.

Search Coordinator John Cammidge and
members in the SHQ at Squamish airport.

Many of my CASARA volunteers were
able to enjoy the barbeque and would
wander in to see what was happening
and feed us. My radio operator,
administrative people and myself
were busy with the radio relay, taking
notes and talking to JRCC.
Once the survivors were on board the
Cormorant and en route to YVR and
the waiting ambulances, I gave JRCC
the ETA of the Cormorant and was
able to send my search aircraft off to
its home base.
With the Cormorant and the CASARA
aircraft back on the ground, the report
writing and disassembling our Search
HQ could begin. A sigh of relief for the
success of our efforts, sadness, for
the deceased pilot.

Radio operator Doug Barry talking to JRCC.

Continued on next page.
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An RCMP member arrives
at the SHQ to obtain
information on progress
of the search.

John Cammidge talking to
JRCC while viewing a
TOPO of the search area.
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John Cammidge has been a CASARA
volunteer for nearly three decades, as pilot,
navigator, spotter, administrator, training officer,
communications specialist, Area Deputy,
IT go-to-guy and is currently Deputy Zone
Commander for the South West Zone of BC.
Dave Jonsson talking to high school students about the crash and how it has changed his life.
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Very seldom do we as search members
get a first person account of a crash,
follow-up or what happens to a survivor
after the incident. Here is such an
account in this Tri-Cities Now article.
Port Coquitlam resident Dave Jonsson was just another young
guy who liked to hang out with his friends and absolutely loved
to skateboard. He worked a dead-end job and, as he says, pretty
well had no direction or motivation to do anything more. Then
without any warning, life changed. "Before the plane crash I
wasn't doing very much with my life at all," he said. "I was
simply working a deadbeat job, living pay cheque to pay cheque.
then the plane crash happened. It was such a wake up call. Life.
you have one shot at it." Jonsson's best friend from Iceland,
Gudni Kristinsson, had just earned a pilot's license and wanted
to spend the summer with Jonsson flying around BC. It was one
of the best summers of his life, Jonsson recalls. Then, on the
final day Kristinsson was supposed to be here, they went out
one last time to visit Squamish. Jonsson invited along his
friends Elliott and Leah. They packed up and headed out into
what was looking like a beautiful sunny day but when they
reached the area near Squamish, something was wrong. "The
moment we turned the corner into the valley the atmosphere of
the plane suddenly shifted", Jonsson recalls. "(Kristinsson)
realized he had flown into a dangerous zone". He remembers
they were in a tight valley with clouds overhead. At the end of
the valley, the mountains rose quickly, leaving Kristinsson to try
and turn around or lift the plane. He tried to lift, but the plane was too heavy. Before he could change direction, the worst
thing imaginable happened. The plane stalled. "Very typically, like a rollercoaster, your stomach goes up into your chest,"
Jonsson said of the experience. "I remember (Kristinsson) said, 'Shit, we're going down.' Everyone starts screaming on the
plane. All I remember is closing my eyes. Then I remember thinking the thought of 'OK, this is it.' "Having said that I felt
like I wasn't sad, wasn't happy, wasn't worried. It was just like an emotionless-ness, approaching the ground at 130
kilometres per hour they estimate. Closing my eyes, I remember hearing the tips of the trees hitting the wings.”
Then the plane smashed into the trees, and that was it. "I was unconscious for about fifteen minutes," Jonsson said. "My
friends Elliott and Leah were able to get out of the plane." They were able to help Jonsson out, who was stuck under 300
pounds of supplies and had his leg hooked under the seat, his femur snapped in half. "I was bleeding internally to death,"
he said. Once he got his seatbelt and supplies off, he looked to his left back into the plane and what he saw made his heart
drop. "I had that agonizing moment when I looked to my left and witnessed Gudni die," he said. His leg snapped in half and
his best friend dying left two huge holes in Jonsson's life. He lost his closest friend, and he lost the ability to do what he
loved to do: skateboard.
But he refused to play the victim. "My recovery is awesome," he says. "My attitude right from the get-go was either take a
victim's attitude and be very sorrowful in this whole thing. But the best thing I ever did was take a survivor's attitude. I've
got a second chance at life, so I'm going to train as hard as I can and be a better person." Since his original prognosis of
"never being able to run again" let alone skateboard, Jonsson is now back on the board with little to no leftover physical
pain from the incident. He still has a metal rod in his femur and feels occasional pain in his right knee, but what matters to
him is he can skate. He even has companies sponsoring him as a skater now. He's not stopping there, now he's passing
along his story in the hopes of inspiring others. Now 25-years-old, Jonsson is happily married and a foster dad to a young
boy named Brandon, who also likes to skate. He works as a young adult pastor for the North Ridge Foursquare Church. He
also runs a young adult coffee shop discussion group called CafÃ© Damascus, volunteers at a skate group to inspire young
skaters called SkateLife, and does motivational speeches around schools in the Lower Mainland and the Tri-Cities. Earlier
this year, Jonsson spoke before a large crowd at Coquitlam's Gleneagle Secondary. He will also be speaking at Riverside
Secondary in PoCo for their opening assembly in September. He hopes to take his speeches internationally, to inspire and
motivate others and let them witness first-hand that no matter how bad it seems, life is worth living. "Even in the moment
when I couldn't walk, I could at least find little things during the day that brought me joy."
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Search Coordinator Course Date Change
The Search Coordinator course originally scheduled for May 14 has been
rescheduled to the weekend of November 7-9 and will be held at the Holiday
Inn Express Riverfront in Richmond. We will require new nominations for
attendees from each Zone and they should be listed in order of priority.
There will be a maximum of twelve attendees. There will be no allotment to
any one Zone. Nominations must be received by the undersigned (cc the
Provincial Training Officer) no later than August 1st. Any questions can be
sent to me by email or phone call.
It is essential that members selected for this course are given training as an
A/SC prior to arrival on course. The course is extremely fast paced with a
lot of information required to be processed. The course will include more
info on GSAR liaison
Candidates will be chosen from nominations throughout the province and
are open to and will be accepted from outside MOs based on availability.
Selection of candidates will be based on the need for SCs throughout the
province and the dedication to precourse/prerequisite training. Selection
will take place after a nominee review of progress but before August 15.
The concept of the course is to formalize training of individuals who have a
proven potential as Assistant SCs within Zone SHQs. It is not intended for
the un-indoctrinated novice. Nominees must be fully conversant on their
expected duties and be fully dedicated to completing the prerequisite
training prior to the commencement of the course and to completing their
currencies after graduation.
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Brian instructing the
Search Coordinator Course
November of 2008.

Brian when he was a SAR Tech
with 442 Squadron, giving a
group of CASARA spotters a
pre-flight briefing prior to a
Buffalo flight in Abbotsford.
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Brian Dunham receiving an
Appreciation Award from Director Al
King, for being the Provincial Training
Officer for 2010 - 2014.

Don Cadman, Zone Commander
(NE) receiving the
Administration Award for
2013-2014 from Past-Director
Charles Pachal.
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The Good Old Days

as seen by C. Pachal
Part 3 (of 7)

During this period a Kelowna based twin aircraft departed
Vancouver International Airport one evening bound for Kelowna.
The aircraft never arrived. A major search was then conducted
with search headquarters situated in Kelowna. I believe this
search was labelled as “SAR Hoffman”. PEP/AIR provided several
aircraft and crews on this search and the military relied on many
of PEP/AIR spotters for their aircraft.
After several days of searching and weather delays, a military
aircraft with PEP/AIR spotters located the aircraft on a mountain
just west of the Kelowna airport, both pilot and passenger died
on impact. At a ceremony, the PEP/AIR spotter who spotted the
aircraft was awarded the “Golden Eye” award.
Most of what I am writing about happened in the Central Zone,
later I will report on some of the other areas.
As mentioned previously, PEP did provide funding to PEP/AIR
which allowed Zones to train and conduct at least one Area
Deputies meeting each year. Central Zone was very lucky, during
the early days Mount Lola, a radar station just east of Kamloops
was still in full operation and manned by an all Canadian
Charles Pachal joined the RCAF in personnel, the Americans had turned over the operation to the
1942 and retired from the Canadian Canadians sometime previous. The base had full kitchen facilities
Armed Forces in 1970. He served as open seven days a week for their personnel, however, most or all
CASARA National President for six of the personnel lived off the base, and on weekends the place
years and has been a member of was just about deserted except for those on duty manning the
PEP Air for over forty-three years. radar site.
As mentioned before, training in the late
Sixties and early Seventies didn't amount to
very much as no set policies were in force.
This changed dramatically in about the 1973
to 1978 era as a new set policies were in
force and were been practiced by all Zones.
This became very visible as more and more
of the major searches had PEP/AIR spotters
in 442 squadron aircraft; spotter training had
proved itself.

The Regional Manager at the time, Murray Dryer was able to have
our Area Deputies meeting held at Mount Lola. We had full
control of the officers mess, using the honour system the bar was
always open, everyone was quartered in the mess and all meals
supplied by the base, what a set-up! This facility was available
until its closure later on. An interesting side note on this location
was that on the way to Mount Lola there was an airstrip if you
can call it that, it handled sky divers, and one of their pilots was
Bob Goertzen a member of PEP/AIR.

PEP Air was tasked on Tuesday July 1, 2014 to conduct a search of Williston Lake for a missing boater and his
son. Two aircraft were dispatched from Prince George to conduct an air search of the shore line in support of
GSAR. In addition, two GSAR searchers were ferried to Mackenzie by a third plane to facilitate their
participation in the ground search efforts. While not spotted by either aircraft the subjects of the search were
located and found to be safe.
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Don Cadman, Zone Commander NE

Alton and I, along with Dan and Louise
Shynuk flew their C-182
from Cranbrook to
th
Nanaimo on June 20 . The weather was great
although we did have to climb to 12,500' going
over the coastal mountains and be VFR
overtop. As we neared the coast the skies
opened up and the views were spectacular. It
was nice to have ForeFlight onboard to give
us the weather on screen. We were vectored at
10,000' to Active Pass and then descend direct
into Nanaimo. We met Jim Spencer (PEP
Air's Volunteer of the Year) who gave us a
tour of the new PEP Air facilities in Nanaimo.
It is very well set up with an upstairs area for
mapping and equipment storage. Downstairs
is for training, debriefing and a classroom for
the members. On Sunday just before we took
off, the local group was having a SAREX, so
we got to meet a few of them. It was nice to
meet and socialize with everyone.
g
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The Search Coordinator course which
th
had been scheduled starting May 14 was
cancelled on very short notice because
Brian became unavailable. He even
supplied a doctor's note! You may have
heard of Brian's motorcycle accident a
few months ago which kept him out of
commission for quite a while. Brian is
mending well and has rescheduled the SC course
th
th
to November 7 –9 .
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442 Update
by

Capt. Mike Brush

3:45 in the afternoon. A long day of training was almost complete. The weather on the island had been
spectacular all day with the smoke from the BC summer fires visible on the mainland. We had flown up and
down the island conducting land and sea training for the crew. On short final into Comox, the Sat phone rang
and a mission was tasked. There was an ELT somewhere in southern BC being picked up by a few high fliers
heading into Vancouver. We were tasked to proceed towards Chilliwack and east from there to investigate.
Not unusual since the removal of 121.5 from the SARSAT system, this one had the makings of a chase across
the province as there were no overdue aircraft and no real location to search. Overshooting the approach we
were on, we climbed to 10,000 feet and proceeded eastbound towards the Lower Mainland. We did not get a
signal immediately and were staring into the smoky haze of a few forest fires. Fortunately, the weather was
VFR as far as we could see and forecasts were favourable for the next few hours. As we moved east, we
discussed all the possibilities and worked out a bingo fuel, as we had been airborne for about an hour already.
We were also well into our crew day and figured we had about six hours left.
Once we were abeam Chilliwack, we started picking up a faint ELT signal and continued east. The signal was
jumping around quite a bit and further reports from JRCC were that it was centered around Grand Forks, or
perhaps into Washington State. Still no reports of anything significant from JRCC, we figured this would be a
challenge. The signal became stronger as we got closer to Penticton, and we were focused on Grand Forks
next when our ELT equipment indicated a turn towards Kelowna. After a few minutes, it was clear the ELT
was getting stronger and we flew over the Brenda Mine. The ELT pointer swung around and the SAR Techs
spotting in the back called a sighting of what looked like a crash site.
From then on, everything seemed to happen at once. We climbed and got ready to deploy the SAR Techs.
JRCC informed us there was an overdue aircraft with four persons on board. There were two other aircraft in
the vicinity that we needed to coordinate with to accomplish the jump; the haze and turbulence made
everything that much more difficult. We were on two radios and two phones making it all happen. The crash
site was just off a clearing in some trees. The jump went smoothly and within a few minutes we had a report
from the ground: three survivors trapped in the wreckage and some assistance was required. More
coordination with JRCC, a Cormorant was about an hour back, and the fortuitous arrival of a BC ambulance
helicopter with ALS personnel on board meant a quick recovery and transport to various hospitals. We stayed
on scene to coordinate the ground vehicles that came in waves (four ambulances, several fire and rescue
trucks, and several police vehicles) and had to be guided to the site using phones and smoke, as we had no
direct radio capability with them. We stayed on scene until our fuel reserves were down to the absolute
minimum; fortunately Kelowna was only five minutes away.
The biggest lesson I can pass on from this day, aside from how satisfying this job can be when everything goes
the way it should, is that you always need to be prepared for what comes next. We had an ELT, that by all
accounts was probably a false alarm, but we followed procedures and accomplished a challenging mission.
You never know….
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Chuck Henderson
Provincial Safety Officer
A phone call from our past Director General Charles Pachal, in
which I was “volunteered” for the position of Provincial Safety
Officer, has resulted in me being one very busy guy. At first I
wondered “Why me!” but as I browsed through my pilot's log book I
thought “Why not me!”. First tasking as a SAR pilot in 1977, over
one hundred actual SARs either as a spotter, navigator, pilot, Search
Coordinator, or Area Air Deputy, too many exercises to count,
numerous SAR courses including the military Search Master Course, past Provincial Training Officer, Search
Coordinator Mentor, and still an active SAR pilot. All this and no accidents, so I'm either very lucky or careful,
probably a bit of both. I guess I fit the bill.
Wow! It's been an interesting ride so far. There's a very gratifying feeling you get when you receive that heartfelt
“Thanks” from someone you have been instrumental in rescuing. I have also met hundreds of wonderful likeminded people from across our great country. There is a cost; the weekends away from the family, the hours off
work, the lows when you don't find what you're looking for. All more than offset by the rewards you receive.
Back to the “Busy” part. As your PSO I have a few concerns that could affect our people's safety.
Exercise-itis Never heard of it? Well if you have ever heard the phrase “I wouldn't do this in a real search” then
you have entered the hazardous world of “Exercise-itis”. Generally it means you are taking training shortcuts and
not following well established procedures. Take the effort to do your SHQ setup properly, use the current forms,
learn and use your SPOT. There is a new handbook currently being distributed to your SCs. It is an excellent
publication and I consider it a must read for all. I can see Brian Dunham all through it. It will give everyone a better
idea of why we do things the way we do.
Density Altitude/Hypoxia Higher summer temperatures have a significant affect on our aircraft's performance and
expose crew members to an increased risk of hypoxia. For example, if you are searching at 8,000' and the outside
temperature is +20C, then you are effectively over 10,000' and in the realm of supplemental oxygen and much
reduced aircraft performance. Not much can be done about aircraft performance, just stay away from the ragged
edge. However we can and should, use our oxygen systems to improve crew performance. Decision making,
eyesight, fatigue and hydration are all improved by the use of supplemental oxygen and not just at high altitudes.
Do you know where your oxygen system is and do you know how to use it? Ask your AAD.
Zone Safety Officers (ZSO) and Area Safety Officers (ASO) It is my intention to strengthen our Safety Officer
program within the province. All ZSOs, as members of the PEP Air Provincial Safety Committee, will be asked to
participate in twice yearly conference calls. They will also be asked to ensure the lines of communication with the
ASOs are open and two-way. I will also be in touch with each ZSO to open our lines of communication and solicit
their ideas on how to enhance the safety of our people.
Mapping Project I have been asked by the Director General to chair a committee to look into the possibility of
replacing our obsolete JOGs and TOPOs with a more suitable map. We are looking at building a map that is easier
to read and contains updated information required by our navigators. This project is on-going and we hope to have a
good replacement map covering the entire province by year end. In the interim continue to use the TOPO series as
they are our best maps available. We are also looking into the possibility of importing the new maps into our new
“Experimental” iPads. There are some interesting programs available that include such things as flight tracking that
may make the iPad a better “tool” for navigators.
That's it for now, fly safely and good luck on all your missions.
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Photo
Showcase
Do you have a
photo you’d
like to show?
Send it along!
Alan Graham captured this shot of a
high flyer, UAE 215, from Dubai to
LAX. Taken with a Panasonic DMCZS7 on December 1, 2013.
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Alan Graham’s plane spotting notes from
when he was a young lad. Look at the
airlines: BOAC, TWA, Pan Am, CP Air!
And the aircraft: VC 10, 707, C-141!
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Left Seat
Musings
Henry Ilg
Provincial Training Officer
The assistant SC course which had been scheduled starting May 14th was cancelled on very short
notice because Brian became unavailable. He even supplied a doctor's note! You may have heard of
Brian's motorcycle accident a few months ago which kept him out of commission for quite a while.
Brian is mending well and has rescheduled the SC course to November 7th – 9 th. In addition to theSC
course I will also be taking him up on his offer to lend me his skills in other specific areas of training.
Phasing in of the CASARA Visual Trainer (CVT) continues – sort of. We are expecting to have one
CVT shipped to each Zone by the end of summer but only have two so far. At the recent Executive
meeting we learned that our CLO Captain Mike Brush will also have one in Comox as there may be a
requirement in future for some training on a CVT prior to a spotter training flight on military SAR
aircraft. In any event, once we have received all CVTs for our province, your CLO, Zone Commanders,
Zone Training Officers and myself will ensure we have a training plan for the CVTs.
One of the duties of the PTO is to be part of the team conducting the Zone Evals. Your Eval team
wants each Zone to do well and score a pass – but it is still up to each member of the Zone to ensure
that result.
The recent NE Zone Eval achieved that pass despite some very challenging events. Shortly before the
schedule date of the Eval, Zone Commander Don Cadman became unavailable due to serious illness
in his family. His deputy Zone Commander Lou Derry stepped in as acting ZC and Search Coordinator
for the Eval. During the Saturday morning briefing Lou became ill and was taken to hospital by
ambulance to be checked out. At this point it appeared that the Eval would have to be suspended and
rescheduled.
Assistant Search Coordinator Andrew McKenzie agreed to take the lead, saving the day. The Eval
continued to a successful conclusion. Lou Derry returned in the afternoon to observe his team doing
very well – despite unsettling and trying conditions. This Eval performance highlighted what can be
achieved by a highly trained and organized team despite the loss of key people at critical times.
At the start of the briefing Lou Derry identified the members who indicated first aid qualifications on the
modified Task Registration sheet. This highlighted the importance of the recently modified Task Reg
sheet. It was also very fortuitous that the paramedic level qualified SAR Tech Jean Tremblay was
seated right beside Lou during the medical event.
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Continued on next page.

Several members at Boundary Bay Airport (SW Zone) received years of
service certificates. From left: Tom Fisher, Zone Commander SW; Ken
Melech (5 years); Dave Pelletier and John Donaldson (15 years); Henry Ilg
and Jan Madsen (10 years); Steve Bridger (5 years); Trevor Black (10 years).
Henry Ilg, continued from previous page.
During this Eval and while observing other recent Evals a few lessons learned come to mind. Backup procedures and plans are crucial to success. Ops Normal comms via VHF radio is line-of-sight
dependent and may not be reliable during single aircraft searches. Consider asking to relay
messages via ATC, FSS or reliable high flying aircraft. SPOT tracking is a valuable asset but has
failed on occasion due to battery issues or satellite reception. Voice cell calls using Bluetooth
headsets or the CASARA supplied Blue-Link unit is another means of transmitting Ops Normal and
NOCOL messages. Yet another method is cellphone text messaging. Consider all these methods
and use the one which best suits the mission.
Coloured vests for ground staff should be available in each Zone. Use of the coloured vests (with
labels identifying the role of the wearer) assist in quickly identifying required positions such as SC,
Safety, Radio, Transport and Security.
We are all aware of the requirement for suitable clothing and footwear for our aircraft crews. What
about a ground ELT search? Homing an ELT may have our ground search crew going “off road”.
Required foot wear might include, hats, sunglasses, heavy gloves, hiking boots, waterproof boots
and clothing. Being physically fit enough for the terrain they may need to traverse is another
requirement. It's the responsibility of the leader sending the crew on the task as well as each
member of the crew dispatched to ensure they are adequately equipped and to request assistance
from other resources such as GSAR, police and paramedics. If going even a slight distance “off 17

Continued on next page.

Zone Commanders at their May meeting in Richmond.
From the left: Chris Campbell, Lynn Van Cadsand, Bill Vellie,
Director General Al King, Tom Fisher, Don MacKinnon, Don Cadman.

Henry Ilg, continued from previous page.
road” consider having one crew member remain with the vehicle as a point of contact. Use a SPOT or
other tracking device if available to add another layer of safety.
Summer has arrived along with sunny days and higher temperatures. This has an effect on the density
altitude and a great impact on the performance capabilities of most aircraft in our fleet. Pilots,
navigators and SCs must factor this into our operations.
I would like to once again thank Brian Dunham for his dedication, long hours and leadership as
Provincial Training Officer during the past three years. I hope to continue with the work he has done.
As Provincial Training Officer I view my role as a conduit between all our volunteers, our Zone Training
Officers and our Executive.
I rely on our members to send me their questions about local issues - and hopefully some answers too!
I request that our Zone Commanders and Zone Training Officers will keep me informed about the
training within their Zones and any deficiencies they might become aware of. I expect our Executive to
advise me of National and Provincial administration and policy changes. I see my role ensuring this
information flows back to the other parts of the triangle.
Looking forward to your questions. I'll answer the easy ones! The tough one's I'll send to Brian
because I know he'll have the answer.
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Executive members, Zone Commanders, Captain Mike Brush and
WO Jean Tremblay at the regular Zone Commanders Meeting in
Richmond in May.
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BRIAN’S

CORNER

My first association with what would someday become
CASARA was in the early Eighties. It was with CARES Alberta
which was the forerunner of CASARA Alberta. I was a fairly new
SAR Tech Team Leader working with 440 Squadron in
Edmonton. However it was while on a training flight stopover in
Penticton that I first came across PEP Air. They were setting up
an SHQ for a major search. They came over to our yellow Twin
Otter thinking we were the first of the military resources. I have
to say that I was extremely impressed with the efficiency that
PEP Air set up that SHQ, from phone lines, maps, office space
and a myriad of other details.

Fast forward to 1995 when I was assigned as the first full time
CASARA Liaison SAR Tech at 442 Squadron. I was proficient as a
SAR Tech but this new job brought with it a multitude of
responsibilities with which I was not experienced. The expertise
would lie in the CASARA Liaison Officer (CLO). However during
the two years I was in that position I went through six CLOs! As
a result I sought my advice and example from the Provincial Training Officers (PTO) of PEP Air.
They were my mentors, my advisors. I was blessed with some of the best. Many of you will know
these people, or know of them.

Brian Dunham

The role of PTO is a careful balancing act. When you are wearing the black hat, you are
responsible for ensuring all the rules, regulations, policies and procedures are followed by
everyone. You are responsible for maintaining a provincial standard that is at a minimum as high
as the national standard, which in BC we always try to exceed. When you wear the white hat,
you have to be able to listen to the needs and concerns of the grassroots volunteers. Be able to
develop and provide useful and timely training. Most of all you need to be able to foster a safe
and effective work environment.
Bob Goerzen was the PTO from 1986 until 1997. He was from the Nanaimo area, and I credit him
with my early indoctrination into PEP Air and CASARA. Together, we were able to identify areas
of training to focus on and we started up the Zone Training Officer symposiums. An annual affair
where personnel from each zone would meet to standardize training practices and strategies
that worked for them. The first symposium took place at a boys’ camp outside of Winfield. The
fond memories of that weekend are still fresh in my memory. Over the course of two years we
attended to JRCC’s concerns of ELT homing accuracy which resulted in our practice of not using
visual targets to mark ELT positions. Bob recently passed away and I was honoured to be able to
attend his memorial service in Ladysmith.
In 2001 I transferred to the RCAF Reserves and took the position of SAR Tech in the CLO office at
442 Squadron in Comox. By this time Vic Schrauwen was the PTO and held this position from
1998 until 2003. It was through Vic that I learned about the organization of PEP Air and he
helped me understand the different regional/zone requirements. Vic was a tireless advocate for
PEP Air and I credit him with turning me into a truly dedicated PEP Air convert.
John Armitage replaced Vic 2003 until 2008. The enthusiasm that Vic showed was mirrored in
Jay’s approach to the job. We spent many hours discussing where PEP Air and CASARA have
come from, where it should go and how it should get there. As a team we identified areas for
improvement and put together numerous training programs. The Training Officers Conferences
were renewed with a targeted “Back to Basics” theme and included ZCs and TOs. Jay was
Continued on page 27.
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How many Zone Commanders
does it take to assemble a CVT
(CASARA Visual Trainer).........

Ahem...can we talk?
Our aircraft interiors are
rather small and confined
areas where breath, body
parts and B.O. abound.
Consider your crew and have
a good scrub-a-dub before
flight; and minimize the use
of Hai-Karate or Chanel No5!
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WINGS
Once the wings go on, they never come off whether they can
be seen or not. It fuses to the soul through adversity, fear
and adrenaline, and no one who has ever worn them with
pride, integrity and guts can ever sleep through the 'call of
the wild' that wafts through bedroom windows in the deep
of the night. When a good flyer leaves the 'job' and retires,
many are jealous, some are pleased and yet others, who
may have already retired, wonder. We wonder if he knows
what he is leaving behind, because we already know. We
know, for example, that after a lifetime of camaraderie
that few experience, it will remain as a longing for those
past times. We know in the world of flying there is a
fellowship that lasts long after the flying suits are hung up
in the back of the closet. We know even if he throws them
away, they will be on him with every step and breath that
remains in his life. We also know how the very bearing of
the man speaks of what he was and in his heart still his.
Because we flew, we envy no man on earth.

-Author Unknown (Submitted by JeanTremblay)
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Photo: Trevor Black
This SAREX was
conducted primarily by
the military and operated
out of the fire base at
Abbotsford Airport,
CASARA provided a
supporting role.
Fortunately the weather
was excellent, given the
time of year.
Some of our members
doned make-up in the
form of blood and
bones, then headed
off to a crash scenario
at Chilliwack Airport.

Photo - Bro

die Winkler,

Abbotsford

Continued on next page.
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Vladimir Khobotov
waiting “patiently”.

Tom Cheesman being prepped.

CAF SAR Team carrying “crash
victim” away at SAREX.
demonstration at
Chilliwack Airport

Dennis Pederson being examined
by a SAR Tech.

www.embc-air.org
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Kimberly Dickson
awaits “rescue”.

The Chilliwack photos in this SAREX article were taken
by Brodie Winkler, SW Zone (Abbotsford).
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All in all, it's been a good thirteen years and
certainly one of the highlights was the
Whitehorse search. For the most part it's felt
like an extended family and that's a good thing.
Many thanks for your leadership (Tom) and
support during that time. While I was hesitant
to leave the organization, I have projects of a
personal nature that I would like to complete
while I'm able and I have a grandson I want to
spend time with as well. I've made some good
friends through CASARA and I look forward to
keeping in touch with them.
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Bob Brown is stepping down as AAD for
Chilliwack and retiring from duty to share his time
with his family. When I first met Bob in 2000 my
first thought was, he should be in radio, well of
course he has soothed many radio airways in his
day and now was to share his time with the best
people I know…the South West Zone PEP Air –
CASARA volunteers. I often called upon Bob to
share his personal survival set up consisting of a
backpack, fanny pack & vest which migrated into
a search aircraft survival pack developed by Bob
and others. Chilliwack was used in many searches
and we benefited from Bob's connections that
provided us with great Search Headquarter
facilities. The Whitehorse search was an epic
journey for many of us, Bob was there every day,
every hour in those long Yukon days. Few of us
will capture memories like that. Bob's presence
made any event more memorable.

Tom Fisher
Zone Commander SW
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Brian’s Corner, continued from page 20 .
extremely talented at identifying potentially
troubling areas of concern and together we worked
at methods to alleviate those concerns. In time the
concept of “Back to Basics” developed into field
training where we could interact with many more
of the grass roots volunteers. In 2005 we ran the
first Certified Search Coordinator course. In 2007,
at SAR Scene in Victoria, over breakfast, I told Jay
that I had decided to retire from the RCAF. He
quickly excused himself and came back minutes
later with an application form to join PEP Air
already filled out with my particulars! And he
wasn’t taking no for an answer. Jay remains a very
valued friend to this day.

Bob Goerzen
was the Provincial
Training Officer from
1987 to 1997 and
then an Executive
member until he moved
to Alberta in 2004. Bob
passed away suddenly
on May 31st. A memorial
was held in Ladysmith,
BC on June 21st.

Chuck Henderson took over as PTO in 2008 and
remained the PTO until 2010. Chuck took me on as
his assistant. Chuck carried out his duties in a
caring and professional manner that was always
appreciated by the grassroots volunteers of PEP Air.
We worked together for two years until it became
my turn to take on the role of PTO from 2010 until
2014. The whole journey has been quite a ride and
I would like to take this time to offer my heartfelt
thanks to all those PTOs who came before me and
that prepared me for my fifteen seconds of fame.
Thank you Bob, Vic, Jay and Chuck.
Now it is time to welcome the new Provincial
Training Officer, Henry Ilg. Henry brings a wealth of
experience in the aviation industry and PEP Air and
a new and fresh approach to the job. I hope
everyone offers him the same enthusiasm and
cooperation that I have enjoyed.
Good Luck Henry.

Did you know you can order this
spotter badge from the CASARA
website ($2 each).
http://www.casara.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Kit-Stores-PDF.pdf
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442 SAR Tech Awareness Presentations
Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air Training Officer

442 Squadron Warrant Officer Jean Tremblay travels in style – usually by Cormorant or
Buffalo, however he raised the bar recently when he rode into Cranbrook on his
gleaming black Harley-Davidson. Jean visited Cranbrook and other south east
locations for presentations to various ground and air SAR groups. In the area, Jean
addressed ground SAR members from Creston, Cranbrook, Kimberley and Sparwood
and PEP Air members from Elk Valley and Cranbrook. Topics included the history of
442 Squadron, personal experiences from his thirty years of SAR Tech history and an
important survival presentation. Jean Tremblay and PEP Air Director Al King
emphasized the important roles played by ground and air SAR groups and the need
for joint training and more mutual aid taskings.
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The Eyes of Life
Alan Graham

Spotter SW Zone

We are all aware that we serve in one of the most
challenging Zones in Canada due to factors such
as terrain, weather and traffic. This has prolonged
a dilemma for me; how much should I carry when I
step on the scales for weigh-in? We are taught to
be prepared for the worst. When I joined
CASARA, I began with myself in mind; what would
I want with me if I needed to survive on my own?
My tendency is to err on the side of caution, but I
realize this creates headaches for crewing;
especially when I am carrying between 20-35
pounds beyond my body weight. I have recently
concluded that the answer lies in communication
and collaboration, in addition to preparation.
My suggestion is that once crews have been
assigned, members should communicate and
compare what each person has with them and
assess what is relevant to the search area.
The pilot may have a pack on board the
aircraft: what does it contain? What
does each person have on their body
and fanny pack? A quick trip out to a
member’s vehicle to retrieve an
essential survival item may be
warranted, as long as the total weight
and distribution is maintained. This
comprises an informal safety check, so as
to speed the formal safety check and briefing
with the team prior to boarding the aircraft. Should
an incident occur, the team is aware of what is on
board and where it is located.

something by stealth camping on my own deck on
the warmest, driest day of the year (so far), then I
expect we can all learn something about
preparedness.
En route to and from the search area, we usually
transit one of Canada’s busiest airspaces. As a
spotter, I try to follow all radio communications
while being on the lookout for unexpected
hazards. I try to look where others are not looking.
Spotters who can turn around have a good view
out the rear window. We can look up, down and at
altitude.
The hazards in our Zone include so many diverse
types of aircraft (prop, jet, float, ultralight, glider,
parasail, helicopter) as well as birds; now we
have drones added to the equation! Spotters can
add value by keeping an eye out for danger,
communicating and collaborating with the front
seat team. If you notice something that might be a
threat and are not certain whether the pilot
knows about it, speak up!

I am fortunate to have been born with
good distance vision (farsighted). It is
not perfect as I have realized by
comparison with others (by sighting
license plates and signs as we
drive). As I age, I realize my vision is
changing (mostly near field) and
have recently switched to progressive
lenses. I have tried using them from the
back seat of the aircraft but quickly replaced
them with a cheap pair of standard glasses which
correct my distance vision to be the best possible.
As a spotter, I find I seldom need to focus inside
We live in a geologically active zone. Survival gear the aircraft; the front seat crew need this. I want
and readiness needs to be evaluated under safe
my entire field of view to be outside, looking for
conditions. I found the heat and humidity
hazards or the target of the search. I have found
uncomfortable one night (Canada Day) and
that by wearing a black or dark outer layer of
decided to break out my CASARA pack and try
clothing inside the aircraft, reflections in the
sleeping outside. I thought there were no
window are minimized. I have also found that
mosquitos in the area. I thought that netting
using a cheap pair of clip on (flip up / down)
covering head, arms and torso would be sufficient sunglasses is the best way to be prepared for
to allow me to sleep. Wrong! I found they could
changing light conditions, which can change from
bite through the netting at places where the netting direct sun to overcast to rain and back to sun
was close to the skin…my nose! They are
again, several times a minute.
attracted to CO2 in exhaled breath. I settled on a
toque (it was Canada Day eh!), pulled it down over I have enjoyed spotting aircraft ever since I was a
young child, living in the Maritimes and using my
my ear canal (to eliminate that buzzzzzzZ) used
goggles over my eyes to protect my face and keep first telescope during daylight to log trans Atlantic
traffic. I hope my observations to date are useful
the netting away from nostrils. Sleep is important;
and am proud to be part of an
without it, the brain loses effectiveness, which is
29
exceptional team.
critical for survival. If I can learn

PEP Air Executive members for 2014
From the left....

Chuck Henderson
Henry Ilg
Keith Bennett
Brian Dunham
Al King
Vic Schrauwen
Charles Pachal
Fred Carey

Provincial Safety Officer
Provincial Training Officer
Provincial Secretary
Executive Member
Director General
Executive Assistant
Past-Director
Deputy Director
General
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Bob Brown
on the job on the
Whitehorse
search, June 2009.

This newsletter requires input
from you! So, if you did anything,
are, or will be doing something in
your Zone, let me know (and
thereby everyone else) with a
brief and snappy
article...remember however,
that this is not the place for the
Great Canadian Novel, “How
To” pieces or those of an
instructional bent. These
would best be placed as links
on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and
me,
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wonderful but they should be
captioned. Write them, get them
to me and I’ll do the rest.
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The deadline for the next issue is October 31.

